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Makes a run when condition 
is good

 Divides in approximately 
30 min.

Fast growth = efficient usage of resources  speed

addressed by FBA

regulation at branch points 
of metabolic flow

Further coarse-
graining 

(examine global 
gene expression) 

to identify 
nonessential 
activities and 
bottlenecks

What’s underlying cell growth?

About 1,000 enzymatic 
and transport reactions



The Grand Synthesis

Gene expression

Genomic data

Compound concentrations

1,300 interactions 
by metabolitesOver 270 

transcription factors

4,200 genes

John Doyle:

Organized
complexity

Cruise control

Electronic ignition

Temperature control

Electronic fuel injection

Anti-lock brakes

Electronic 
transmission

Electric power 
steering (PAS)

Air bags

EGR control

Active 
suspension



Optimal performance: Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)

biomass

0S v

carbon source 
(e.g. glucose, 

amino acids, etc)

Other elemental 
compounds    
NH4

+, SO4
-2, HPO4

-2, 
etc.

aerobic/anaerobic 
(oxygen)

waste

N. D. Price, J. L. Reed, B. O. Palsson, Nature 
Reviews Microbiology 2, 886-897 (2004)

Use linear programming to determine flux pattern for optimal biomass production

 Upper limit on growth speed

All is good, except cell does not know 
linear programming!

And at times, it does not follow the optimal 
growth predicted by the FBA



What is the basic scheme of 
metabolic regulation?

 Identify decision points to reach optimal flux pattern

 Regulatory strategies (3-levels)

 Transcriptional regulation to eliminate futile cycles (as well as setting the 

enzyme copy number to a suitable level), minutes

 Small molecule regulation to achieve fast equilibrium, ms to second.

 Homeostasis of global commodities

 Incorporate proteomic, metabolomic and transcriptomic
data to iteratively improve the model parameters



Network simplification to highlight 
carbon flow

Currency compounds

Nitrogenous: NH4, NO, NO2, NO3, etc.

Phosphates: PO4, diphosphate, etc.

Sulfate/sulfite: SO3, SO4, etc.

Metal ions: Fe, Na, K, etc.

Water, hydrogen, oxygen

Carriers

ATP/ADP/AMP, GTP/GDP,CTP/CMP

nad/nadh, nadp/nadph, fad/fadh

q8/q8h2, mql8/mqn8, 2dmmq8/2dmmql8

akg/glu/gln

acCoA/CoA, sucCoA/CoA, pep/pyr

Coenzymes/cofactors

ACP, THF, udcpp, etc.

An automated program to 
reveal carbon flow network

3O3Pamp[c]adp[c]5H2succ[c]fum[c]

6O3Pgdp[c]gtp[c]8H2fad[c]fadh2[c]

16HO3Ppyr[c]pep[c]10H2trdox[c]trdrd[c]

25O6P2amp[c]atp[c]10H22dmmq8[c]2dmmql8[c]

136O3Padp[c]atp[c]16H2mql8[c]mqn8[c]

20H4NOakg[c]glu-L[c]17H2q8[c]q8h2[c]

3H2NOasp-L[c]asn-L[c]49Hnadp[c]nadph[c]

13H2NOglu-L[c]gln-L[c]71Hnad[c]nadh[c]

frequnecycargoCmpd2Cmpd1frequencycargoCmpd2Cmpd1

16o2[c]

38nh4[c]

75ppi[c]

149pi[c]

293h2o[c]

497h[c]

frequencycompound

Free-standing

Carriers

CHO32hco3[c]

C4H2O43fum[c]

C4H4O47succ[c]

CHO28for[c]

C2H3O28ac[c]

C3H3O316pyr[c]

CO245co2[c]

formulafrequencycompound

Adenosine deaminase: adn + h + h2o --> ins + nh4

Hexokinase: atp + glc-D --> adp + g6p + h

High degree 
nodes are 

currency and 
carrier 

compounds!  



An example of the network simplification scheme

• Eliminate currency and carrier compounds

• Shrink linear pathways

in silico
organisms
constructed by 

Palsson’s group
at UCSD

 Collection of 
organism-specific 
reactions leading to 
biomass production

 Linear programming 
to find the optimal 
state

 Allow for simulation 
of different growth 
conditions (nutrient 
uptake, O2 
availability, etc.)

 Outcome: growth 
rate and flux pattern



 tree like

 community structure

 loops

Simplified network based on iJR904

Optimal flow identified by FBA
 Loop opening

 Flux partitioning at branch points



Rules to count DoF on a network of compounds and irreversible reactions*:
1. For compounds (figure A):

2. For reactions (figure B):

3. Thus

DoFcpd  dcpd
out 1 

cpd


DoFrxn   drxn
in 1 

rxn


DoFtotal  DoFcpd  DoFrxn

reaction

compound

A B

d cpd
ou t d rx t

in

Due  to  flux  balance,  the  actual  degree  of  freedom  (312,  including  124  transport 
reactions in iJR904) is much less than the number of reaction flux variables (1075).

DEGREES OF FREEDOMDEGREES OF FREEDOM

Branching increases 
degrees of freedom

Synthesis decreases 
degrees of freedom

How does E. coli do it?

Amino acid biosynthesis subnetwork



Carbon flow network 
for amino acid 
metabolism

Amino acids can be 
both synthesized 

from sugar or used 
as carbon source

transcriptional regulation to 
eliminate futile cycles in carbon flow

Fold = log2 (LB/glucose)



End‐product inhibition
via allosteric regulation 
ensures appropriate flux 

ratio at branching points of 
the carbon flow

More 
stringent 

regulation 
of upstream 

isozyme

Bennett et al. (2009)  Nat. Chem. Biol. 5, 593-9

Regulation of global commodities



 Regulatory strategies (3-levels)

 Transcriptional regulation to eliminate futile cycles (as well as setting the 

enzyme copy number to a suitable level), minutes

excess enzymes are kept within 10% of respective population

 Small molecule regulation to achieve fast equilibrium, ms to second.

metabolite concentration measurements show that they are used not only 

during transition periods to a new mode of growth, but even in steady-

state.

 Homeostasis of global commodities

growth rate dependent?

Is 30 minutes the physical limit for doubling of any cell?

Where does the bottleneck lie?

Why doesn’t the bug use multiple carbon source to speed up 
growth?

What determines the order of preference for the sugars?

How should one attempt to answer such questions?

Beyond FBA: growth physiology



Interdependence of cell growth and gene expression: origins and consequences
M Scott, C W Gunderson, E M Mateescu, Z Zhang & Terence Hwa, Science 330:1099-
102 (2010)

Protein synthesis = major consumer/expenditure of metabolism

Partitioning of protein content in a 
bacterial cell

Dispensable 
overhead

Non-dispensable 
overhead

Growth machinery

Ribosome makes ribosome 
 doubling time 25 min!

Unedited network
Biochemist’s 

wall chart

Automated network 
simplification schemes 
with biochemical input

Happily 
swimming 

and dividing 
bacteria

Network topology analysis 
to identify key variables

Interpretation of regulatory 
interactions

Plus tens of 
thousands of 
regulatory 
interactions

Summary

Evolutionary improvements?
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